ABSTRACT

Objective E-cigarette use has rapidly increased. Recent studies define prevalence using a variety of measures, competing definitions challenge cross-study comparison. We sought to understand patterns of use by investigating the number of days out of the past 30 days when adults had used e-cigarettes.

Design We used the 2014 Minnesota Adult Tobacco Survey, a random digit dial population survey (n=9304 adults). Questions included ever using e-cigarettes, number of days used in the past 30 days and reasons for use. Smoking status was determined by combustible cigarette use. Histograms of e-cigarette use were visually inspected for current, former and never smokers with any 30-day e-cigarette use. Different definitions of current use were compared.

Results Use ≤5 days in the past 30 days demarcated a cluster of infrequent users at the low end of the distribution. Among those with use in the past 30 days, infrequent users were the majority of current (59%) and never smokers (89.5%), but fewer than half of former smokers (43.2%). Infrequent users were more likely to cite curiosity and less likely to cite quitting/cutting down other tobacco use as reasons for use.

Conclusions Defining adult prevalence as any use in the past 30 days may include experimenters unlikely to continue use, and is of questionable utility for population surveillance of public health trends over time. Defining prevalence as >5 days excludes those infrequent users.

INTRODUCTION

The use of electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) has increased rapidly in the past several years.1–6 Sales in 2014 are estimated to be nearly $2 billion and one recent business analysis predicted they could ultimately surpass combustible cigarette sales.5, 2

Although helpful, sales data provide no information about how individuals use the product. For e-cigarette users, surveillance or other surveys are necessary. The extent of an individual’s e-cigarette use may be an important factor related to transition of smokers away from cigarette use (ie, cessation), as well as potential initiation of non-smokers and relapse of former smokers into cigarette use.

Understanding the population effects of e-cigarette use on these transitions will be crucial in determining definitions of use that are most useful in gauging the public health impact of that use. In particular, it will be important to distinguish more established patterns of use from short-term (eg, experimental use) in gauging the effects of e-cigarettes on population health, since relative risks are likely to be dependent on long-term use.

One of the challenges for survey research is the importance of asking questions to reliably measure meaningful use of a tobacco product. A 2009 review of major tobacco surveillance surveys identified inconsistent methodology as an area for improvement, particularly with regard to tobacco products other than cigarettes.9 A standard measure of adult cigarette smoking, based on a lifetime minimum threshold of 100 cigarettes smoked and reporting currently smoking ‘every day or some days’, is widely used and allows straightforward comparison across studies. The measure’s wide adoption has been attributed in part to its efficiency for reducing the survey burden on both researchers and respondents; however, it has also faced criticism for being arbitrarily chosen and inadequately sensitive, particularly, but not exclusively for youth samples.9 In light of these concerns, the 2014 US Surgeon General’s report on smoking estimated current cigarette smoking prevalence for youth and young adults based on having smoked all or part of at least one cigarette in the past 30 days.10 Nonetheless, surveys such as the National Survey on Drug Use and Health, which have adopted the 30-day measure, have also retained the historically more common measure in recognition of the importance of maintaining comparability with previous studies that used the historically more common measure.

In contrast, a historically common definition of e-cigarette current use prevalence does not exist; a variety of definitions can be found in the literature. Reflecting the shift in measurement of cigarette smoking prevalence, many recent studies have adopted a measure of adult e-cigarette current use based on any use in the past 30 days.1–13 Alternatively, some researchers have adopted language from the conventional cigarette current use definition of use on every day or some days, but without the lifetime threshold question.7, 4

Other studies have reported current use from questions that included multiple choice options for self-reported frequency.17–19

In addition to reporting prevalence of current use, several studies have investigated the distribution of use frequency by also reporting the prevalence of daily use,4 11 13 or some other measure designed to exclude non-established users; however, their operationalisations of ‘daily use’ and ‘established use’ were not uniform.11 14–20

Excluding non-established users is important in some instances because evidence suggests they differ from established users not only in extent of participation, but also in their reasons for initially trying e-cigarettes. Specifically, individuals from a US sample who had ever used e-cigarettes were...
roughly twice as likely to continue their e-cigarette use if they had tried them for a goal-oriented reason, such as quitting or cutting down other tobacco use or using them in places where smoking was not allowed, compared to individuals who had tried e-cigarettes for a non-goal reason such as curiosity.16 The authors of that study argued that measures of current use which distinguish types of users in terms of their goals for e-cigarette use would be most useful to public health researchers and practitioners.

More broadly, competing definitions of prevalence based on different frequencies of use present a challenge to cross-study comparison. It is not immediately clear which definition provides the most useful information about how the introduction of e-cigarettes is or is not changing the overall environment of tobacco use, especially combusted cigarettes. The tobacco control community has been confronted with similar challenges of measurement with regards to changing patterns of use among young adults21 and less-than-daily cigarette smoking.22 While it is likely that no single question or set of questions will be able to fully satisfy all research needs, particularly with regard to the psychological mechanisms of behaviour change, large scale population surveillance efforts for public health may benefit from increased consistency in definitions of e-cigarette current use prevalence across studies.9

We had an opportunity to examine frequency of e-cigarette use, measured as a continuous variable, in a recent population-based study. We focused on the shapes of the e-cigarette use frequency distributions among current smokers, former smokers and never smokers. To keep the study limited in scope, we restricted our definition of ‘smoker’ to use of cigarettes only; we did not investigate other forms of combustible tobacco. By examining the shapes of the distributions, we hoped to take advantage of information that is lost when focusing on measures of central tendency such as the mean or median. We then investigated the relationship between those distributions and respondents’ reasons for using e-cigarettes. Our goal was to conduct a data-driven investigation in order to contribute evidence towards an eventual consensus regarding a standard definition of e-cigarette current use prevalence for the purpose of population surveillance.

METHODS

Data were collected as part of the 2014 Minnesota Adult Tobacco Survey, which uses a random digit dialing (RDD) methodology to obtain a cross-sectional sample of Minnesotan adults aged 18 years or older. Two sampling frames were used, one that included landline numbers and another that included cell phone numbers. Prescreening calls identified households and selected individuals within households; the main survey instrument was subsequently administered. A rigorous calling protocol was used, and letters were mailed to refusers and non-responders when addresses were available. Attempts were made to convert refusers. RDD response rates calculated by American Association for Public Opinion Research methodology were 25.2% for the landline sampling frame and 18.2% for the cell phone frame.23 Sampling weights were calculated based on sampling frame response rates and demographic characteristics known to be correlated with tobacco use behaviours, to obtain unbiased population level estimates. More methodological detail is available at http://wwwnadulttobaccosurvey.org. The final sample in 2014 included 9304 participants; 9301 of the participants provided valid responses for the items considered in this analysis.

Smoking status was established according to the historically common Behavioural Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) methodology. Current smokers had smoked ≥100 cigarettes in their lifetime and now smoked ‘every day’ or ‘some days’; former smokers had smoked ≥100 cigarettes in their lifetime, but now smoked ‘not at all’; and never smokers had not smoked ≥100 cigarettes in their lifetime. E-cigarette use was measured by two items. Participants were first asked, “Have you ever used an electronic cigarette, even just one time in your entire life?” Affirmative answers were followed by the question, “During the past 30 days, on how many days did you use e-cigarettes?” Responses were entered as integers by the data collector; respondents offering non-integer responses were prompted to provide an integer. Respondents who had ever used e-cigarettes were asked whether each of the following was a reason for use: to quit other tobacco products; to cut down on other tobacco products because they are affordable; because they are available in menthol flavour; because they are available in flavours other than menthol; to use them in places where other tobacco products are not allowed; curiosity about e-cigarettes; and because you believe these might be less harmful than other tobacco products. Based on the findings of Pepper et al16, reasons were classified as goal oriented or non-goal oriented.

All analyses were conducted with the R software package, V3.1.1, using the survey package V3.30-3. All population estimates are presented with 95% CIs. Where direct comparisons of CIs are insufficient to establish significance at the α=0.05 level (ie, where CIs overlapped), we report p values for pairwise comparisons that were calculated using linear regression.

RESULTS

In 2014, 17.7% (16.6% to 18.8%) of Minnesota adults had tried e-cigarettes. Most current smokers (70% (66.7% to 73.4%)) had tried e-cigarettes at least once in their life, compared to smaller percentages of former smokers (15.9% (14% to 17.9%)) and never smokers (5.6% (4.7% to 6.5%); table 1). Across all cigarette smoking statuses, fewer than half of those who had ever tried e-cigarettes in their lifetime reported having used them in the past 30 days: current smokers 38.9% (34.4% to 43.5%); former smokers 30.3% (23.9% to 36.7%); never smokers 21.5% (15.3% to 27.7%).

Histograms showing frequency of e-cigarette use for all individuals reporting any use in the past 30 days, separated by smoking status, are presented in figure 1. Based on the histograms, use less than or equal to 5 days in the past 30 days appeared to be a meaningful cut-off point to demarcate a cluster of respondents at the low end of each distribution whom we subsequently refer to as ‘infrequent’ users. Respondents who reported using an e-cigarette on 30 out of the past 30 days were categorised as ‘daily’ users. Respondents reporting use between 6 and 29 days (inclusive) were categorised as ‘intermediate’ users. Respondents who had used e-cigarettes in their lifetime, but not within the past 30 days, were categorised as ‘past users’.

Current smokers were more likely to use e-cigarettes than former smokers or never smokers, across all frequency categories (table 1). Among current smokers who had used an e-cigarette in the past 30 days, the most common category was infrequent user (59% (51.5% to 66.5%)), followed by intermediate users (28.7% (21.8% to 35.6%)) and daily users (12.3% (7.2% to 17.4%)).

In contrast with current smokers, the proportions of former smokers reporting e-cigarette use in the past 30 days who were categorised as infrequent users (43.2% (30.2% to 56.1%)) versus daily users (40.9% (28.7% to 53%)) did not statistically
differ (p=0.8). Comparatively fewer former smokers were categorised as intermediate users (16% (6.1% to 23.8%)).

The majority of never smokers who reported some use of e-cigarettes in the past 30 days were infrequent users (89.5% (81.5% to 97.4%)). Smaller proportions reported intermediate (5.4% (0.4% to 10.5%)) or daily (5.1% (0.0% to 11.4%)) e-cigarette use.

The reasons respondents cited for current or past use of e-cigarettes are presented in table 2. Significantly fewer infrequent users endorsed the goal-oriented reasons for using e-cigarettes compared to daily users, p<0.05 for all goal-oriented reasons. The proportions of infrequent users endorsing the goal-oriented reasons of quitting other tobacco products, cutting down on other tobacco products and affordability were all similarly significantly lower than the corresponding proportions of intermediate users. In contrast, a greater proportion of infrequent users cited curiosity as a reason for their e-cigarette use. The proportions of current, former and never smokers
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Figure 1 Histograms of number of days respondents reported using an e-cigarette, for respondents with some 30-day use.
within each use frequency category that endorsed each reason were numerically similar, but are not reported because small sample sizes prevented reliable inference.

Overall estimates of e-cigarette current use prevalence among Minnesota adults varied considerably depending on which types of users were included in the count: 6% (5.2% to 6.6%) if all user types were included; 2.4% (2% to 2.9%) if intermediate and daily users were included; 1.1% (0.8% to 1.4%) if only daily users were included (Table 1).

**DISCUSSION**

Defining e-cigarette current use prevalence as any use in the past 30 days failed to differentiate a cluster of infrequent users at the low end of the distribution from other users. In addition to having a distinctly different behavioural profile in terms of use frequency, infrequent users were more likely to report curiosity as a reason for using e-cigarettes and less likely to report goal-oriented reasons, compared to intermediate or daily users. These results suggest that many infrequent users are experimenters, unlikely to continue their e-cigarette use over time. If that is the case, then measuring e-cigarette current use prevalence based on any use in the past 30 days may lead to an over-estimate of regular users. That conclusion is reinforced by the finding that most individuals who had ever used e-cigarettes reported no use in the past 30 days.

The importance of considering the distribution of days used has also been previously documented. Zhu et al examined a nationally representative sample of e-cigarette users and similarly found the proportion of daily users was lower among current smokers (11.5%) than recent former smokers (45.7%). Other studies that have separated users at the top of the distribution from others have used the terms ‘established users’ and ‘intensive users’. Clinically, a strict measure of use on 30 out of 30 days may have less utility than a broader category, because it may inadvertently exclude daily users who were temporarily abstinent for artificial reasons such as a broken device or serious illness.

A limitation of the current study is that we measured frequency of use in only a single, 30-day time window. We did not measure lifetime use of e-cigarettes; however, measures related to the quantity of use are problematic with e-cigarettes in light of the variety of types of cigarettes with varying quantities of nicotine and different associated use patterns. A more appropriate measure of use relevant to population health may be duration of use, measured by time since the individual first started e-cigarette use. Information on duration of use may be used in conjunction with numbers of days used in the past 30 days. Longitudinal data, such as the Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health study currently being conducted in the USA, will be particularly valuable for better understanding how e-cigarette use changes over time, how that use affects cigarette smoking, and how factors such as device type moderate these relationships. Another limitation is that we did not investigate demographic differences in this study, in order to keep this article focused on the primary methodological research question of operationalising prevalence. However, specific subpopulations may differ not only in overall prevalence, but also in the shape of their distributions, and more fine-grained questions about their cigarette and e-cigarette use may be necessary to accurately understand their behaviour. Finally, this study did not consider alternative measures of e-cigarette use such as number of times used per day or concentration of nicotine.

The 2012–2013 National Adult Tobacco Survey asked respondents, “Do you now use e-cigarettes every day, some days, rarely, or not at all?” The researchers included ‘rarely’ in the set of response options based on cognitive testing that suggested some participants felt neither ‘some days’ nor ‘not at all’ accurately described their use. Agaku et al report two separate estimates of e-cigarette current use prevalence: an estimate of 1.9% based only on responses of ‘everyday’ and ‘some days’, and another estimate of 4.2% that also included responses of ‘rarely’. Our study investigated a different population (Minnesota vs USA) at a different time period (2014 vs 2012–2013). However, it is notable that the more restrictive definition in our study (use on more than 5 days; 2.4%) yielded an estimate 60.0% smaller than the less restrictive definition (any use in the past 30 days; 6.0%); the more restrictive definition reported by Agaku et al yielded an estimate that was similarly 54.8% smaller than their less restrictive definition. While further research allowing more direct comparison is needed, the similarity in magnitude between our study and Agaku et al. is at least suggestive that providing respondents with the ‘rarely’ option may be an important and effective method for differentiating experimenters from other users.

These results are consistent with an interpretation that many people are trying e-cigarettes, but few continue use. Furthermore, based on the sparsity in the centre of the distributions, the transition from infrequent to daily user appears to be fairly rapid for those who make it. If the transition were gradual, we would expect to see more individuals along the continuum at the level of intermediate users, which is not the
case. There is evidence that some respondents’ answers to the number of days question were influenced by a preference for round numbers, for example, local peaks are observed at 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 days. While the number of respondents at these local peaks in the centre of the distribution is too small to have substantially affected our conclusions, the preference for 5 may suggest that the distinct cluster of infrequent users observed in this self-report data may be less distinct in actual practice.

Previous research suggests that learning to obtain a ‘satisfying’ nicotine hit from current e-cigarette devices takes practice, as well as knowledge of nicotine concentrations and devices.24 One possibility is that regular users who are trying to quit cigarettes persist as infrequent users until they either learn to use e-cigarettes to effectively manage their nicotine addiction, at which point they quickly make the transition to daily users, or until they decide e-cigarettes are not for them and abandon the effort. If the current generation of e-cigarettes were a more perfect substitute for nicotine delivery we would expect more daily use, a prediction supported by findings that established users tend to use different devices than the broader population of ever users.20 Frequency of use profiles may differ considerably based on device type; for example, daily users have a strong preference for refillable ‘tank’ devices.23 Survey items specific to particular device types and products will be useful for advancing research regarding how each tends to used, and for further differentiating types of users. At the same time, a consistent measure of use frequency across studies and devices will further our understanding of the relationship between device type and behaviour, and provide an efficient measure for public health surveillance.

CONCLUSIONS

These results suggest that defining e-cigarette current use as any reported use in the past 30 days captures a heterogeneous group of users at best and risks substantially overestimating its prevalence. Defining current use as ‘more than 5 days out of the past 30’ may be a more accurate measure if the research goal is to estimate the proportion of a population that will persist in using e-cigarettes, but further research is necessary. Regardless of whether that definition or some other is adopted as a standard, greater consistency across studies is needed to better understand how the advent of e-cigarettes is (or is not) changing the landscape of tobacco use.
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Inclusion of experimenters in e-cigarette prevalence studies of ‘questionable’ value

Set threshold at use on 6 out of past 30 days for more accurate picture, say researchers

The inclusion of experimenters—who are unlikely to become habitual users—in e-cigarette prevalence studies is of ‘questionable’ value for monitoring population public health trends, finds research published online in the journal Tobacco Control.

Setting the threshold at a minimum of use on 6 out of the past 30 days would eliminate many of those who are motivated primarily by curiosity and unlikely to become regular users. And it would provide a more accurate picture of use, say the researchers.

There is no uniform definition for current users of e-cigarettes. But after the US Surgeon General’s 2014 report on smoking, which estimated current prevalence as all or part of at least one cigarette in the past 30 days, this definition has frequently been applied to e-cigarette use as well.

The researchers used responses of a random sample of more than 9300 adults (18 and older) to the 2014 Minnesota Adult Tobacco Survey.

Participants were defined as current smokers if they had smoked at least 100 cigarettes in their lifetime and now smoked every day or some days; former smokers were categorised as those who had smoked the same amount but now no longer smoked at all; and never (non) smokers were those who had never smoked.

Participants were asked if they had ever used an e-cigarette, even if it was only once. Those who confirmed that they had were then asked on how many days out of the past 30 they had done so.

They were then asked their reasons for using e-cigarettes. The ‘goal oriented’ options included: to help give up or cut down on other tobacco products; availability in menthol and/or other flavours; for use in places where smoking is banned; the belief that they might be less harmful. Motivated by curiosity was the only other non-goal driven option.

The analysis showed that fewer than one in five of the adults surveyed (17.7%) had tried e-cigarettes, and current smokers were more likely to use them than former or never smokers.

Most (70%) current smokers had tried them at least once compared with 16% of former smokers and just over 5.5% of non-smokers.

Fewer than half of the entire response sample who admitted to vaping at any point in their lifetime said they had used e-cigarettes in the past 30 days.

Based on the responses to the number of days an e-cigarette had been used, 5 days or less seemed to represent a valid threshold for those who vaped infrequently.

Among those who had used in the past 30 days, over half of current smokers (59%) were classified as infrequent users (vaping on 5 days or fewer), while 16% of former smokers were classified as intermediate users (vaping on 6-29 days).

Few non-smokers (1.2%) had vaped in the past 30 days. Of those who had, most (89.5%) had used infrequently, with around 5% each falling into the intermediate and daily use categories.

Compared with intermediate and daily users, significantly fewer of the infrequent users gave goal oriented reasons for trying e-cigarettes; rather, the most frequently cited reason was curiosity.
Based on previous research, this suggests that many infrequent users are experimenting and unlikely to convert into regular users, so including them in prevalence figures may give a false impression of true trends, say the researchers.

They show how the prevalence of Minnesota adults classed as “current e-cigarette users” varies, depending on the types of users included in the count.

The prevalence was 6% if all categories of user were included; 2.4% if only intermediate and daily users were included; and just 1.1% if only daily users were included.

“Defining e-cigarette current use prevalence as any used in the past 30 days failed to differentiate a cluster of infrequent users at the low end of the usage distribution [scale] from other users,” they write.

“In addition to having a distinctly different behavioural profile in terms of use frequency, infrequent users were more likely to report curiosity as a reason for using e-cigarettes and less likely to report goal oriented reasons, compared to intermediate or daily users,” the continue.

“This rather suggests they are less likely to become regular vapers,” say the researchers. “If that is the case, then measuring e-cigarette current use prevalence based on any use in the past 30 days may lead to an overestimate of regular users. That conclusion is reinforced by the finding that most individuals who had ever used e-cigarettes reported no use in the past 30 days,” they write.
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